
 
 
Hello Former and Current Odyssey of the Mind Coaches and Coordinators! 
With summer winding down and fall winding up, I wanted to pass on some 
exciting developments the Eastern Region Board has worked on over the 
summer! Whether you are looking forward to coaching another year or are 
interested in helping new coaches on their journey, these new resources target 
you. 
 
1. Buddy Coach Program 
 
If you have been a coach: 
 
First, I want to thank you for the work you’ve done coaching a team. Managing a 
team (and the parents!) is no easy task. 
 
NCOM, Eastern Region needs your help. Every year, we hear feedback from new 
coaches about the steep learning curve they go through and the difficulty of not 
knowing where to find helpful resources. This year, we want to help new coaches 
by starting a Buddy Coach network. 
  
So what would this program look like? You would sign up to be a contact 
resource for 1-2 new coaches in the Eastern Region, answering questions from a 
new coach concerning things like spontaneous, team dynamics, competition day 
logistics, etc. We would provide training resources and materials. You would not 
be an assistant coach or be expected to run extra spontaneous sessions!! Our 
goal is to connect your experience with those who need it most. Think back to 
your first year coaching - I bet you would have loved to ask someone about what 
each form meant, what is the difference between problem 1 and problem 3, what 
exactly is style, etc. Time commitment would be minimal - most likely just 
answering a few emails or phone calls during the year. 
  
If you’re interested, please fill out this survey . You will be contacted with further 
information.  
Tom Bojanski, a coach of 9 years and Regional and State Board Member, will be 
coordinating the program. You can contact him at: tbojanski1@frontier.com 
 
2. NCOME Wiki - www.ncome.org/doku  
 



All kinds of information! 
 
Many Odyssey of the Mind resources exist on many different regional and state 
sites, but the NCOME Wiki centralizes this information. In addition, the Wiki adds 
new content like example spontaneous problem videos, a coach quiz, and a wide 
selection of long-term performances to watch.  
 
The Wiki is a tool for coaches or team members to use if they have any question 
relating to OotM - program rules, fundraising, outside assistance, judge 
interaction, verbal spontaneous, or even brainstorming. You can navigate 
through the site map or do keyword searches. Content can be updated easily, so 
if you have questions or feedback relating to a certain topic, articles can be 
added or edited. You can also easily share articles with your fellow coaches or 
parents (helpful with the buddy program). 
 
Please visit the Wiki here: www.ncome.org/doku 
 
If you have any questions or feedback, contact Michael Bojanski at 
michael.bojanski@gmail.com 
 
3. Team Formation and Administrative Timeline documents 
 
Great school or group resources! 
 
We have created two incredibly helpful documents to help coaches and 
coordinators as they form and manage teams. The documents were compiled 
from a large survey of coaches and give plenty of helpful tips and paths on how 
to handle the logistics of an Odyssey of the Mind team. You can find these 
documents in the links below (on the Wiki and as PDFs) 
 
Team formation: PDF, Wiki link 
Administrative timeline: PDF, Wiki link  
Thank you all for giving your time to the kids!  
 
A big email, but we have so much to share! Please forward this information on to 
anyone who might find it helpful, especially former coaches you know who would 
be interested in becoming a Buddy Coach.  
  
Thanks again,  
Tom Hansen Regional Director  
Tom.Hansen.OotM@gmail.com	  
	  


